Using Geosynthetics to Improve Road Performance

What Was the Need?
To increase performance, roads are sometimes reinforced with geosynthetic polymer materials, including geogrids and geotextiles. Geogrids consist of polymers formed into relatively rigid, gridlike configurations. They are commonly placed between the subgrade and base or base and subbase layers of roads to add strength and stiffness and to slow deterioration. Geotextiles are polymer fabrics that may also provide some reinforcement, but are used primarily to:

- Facilitate filtration and water drainage through road foundation soils without the loss of soil particles.
- Provide separation between dissimilar base materials, improving their integrity and functioning.
- Provide a stable construction platform over soft or wet soils, facilitating the movement of equipment and the process of soil compaction.

Of several kinds of geotextiles, Type V is the most commonly used in Minnesota, primarily as a separator. Despite the relatively widespread use of geosynthetics in reconstructing paved county roads and state trunk highways as well as in constructing new roads, their performance has not been well documented in Minnesota. Research was needed to obtain field data that would indicate whether geosynthetics extend the service lives of roads and reduce the need for maintenance.

What Was Our Goal?
The objective of this project was to quantify the pavement performance benefits of geosynthetics in pavement base and subbase layers, including improved ride quality and reduced cracking and rutting.

What Did We Do?
From 2001 to 2011, researchers monitored the performance of several paved county state-aid highways in northeastern Minnesota. Several test sections covering approximately 44 miles and incorporating geogrids and Type V geotextiles were compared to 12 miles of control sections without them. Researchers also tested one section built with saw and seal construction, in which joints are sawed into the pavement at regular intervals, reducing the tensions that lead to cracking and other distress as pavements expand and contract from temperature fluctuations.

This monitoring involved an annual inspection of each road segment using MnDOT’s Pathways digital inspection vehicle, a van with digital cameras mounted on top of it to capture pavement distresses such as cracking and patching. This vehicle also has four lasers mounted across its front bumper to measure the pavement’s smoothness, which can be used to determine both ride quality and rutting. The van takes measurements at short intervals while traveling on the roadway at high speed.

Researchers analyzed this data for trends in ride quality, rutting and cracking over the 10-year period. This analysis provided both a snapshot of average pavement performance in 2010 and long-term performance trends for individual test sections.
What Did We Learn?
Results show that geogrids clearly benefit pavement performance, with test sections showing a better ride quality and surface rating than control sections. Surface rating is a composite measure of surface distresses including rutting and cracking. Test sections also had slightly less rutting than control sections, indicating an increased structural capacity. The saw and seal sections also had a better ride quality than control sections and an even higher surface rating than geogrid sections, but had more rutting than control sections.

However, Type V geotextiles did not provide increased strength or better pavement performance, performing only as well as and sometimes worse than control sections. Test sections had more rutting and about the same ride quality and surface rating as control sections. While the use of Type V geotextiles did lead to less transverse cracking than in control sections, they exhibited more longitudinal cracking. Type V fabrics also had the most variation in performance, with some sections performing poorly and others well, whereas geogrid sections had a much more consistent performance. However, problems with this project, including problems with data for the project’s first few years, make these conclusions tentative and project specific. Knowledge of the use of geotextiles has advanced since these test sections were constructed, and more recent research projects have shown them to be beneficial.

What’s Next?
Based on these results, researchers recommend geogrids in situations where increased pavement strength or better pavement performance is needed. And while this project did not show increased performance for pavements with Type V geotextiles, recent developments in the use of geotextiles suggest that they can be beneficial for reinforcement and for separating fine from coarse materials.